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THE SEVEN PRAYER MOUNTAINS – LESSON 5
EDUCATION

A highly significant influence on society is the education we receive from elementary school
through college. The type of teaching that my generation of baby boomers received no longer
exists. It was replaced in the 1970’s with a liberal, leftist, Marxist agenda.
Civics (our foundation governance) no longer is taught in most schools. Mathematics has been
altered in a way puzzling to us; students now demonstrate a lack of basic math skills. Science
theories and the evolution theory are taught as absolute fact instead of theory. History has
been revised to a liberal agenda instead of true history. All of this is causing great change in all
seven aspects (influences, mountains) of our society. This “re-education” has been responsible
for all that we are seeing today.
It takes years for a “new idea” to come into full fruition. The humanist philosophy introduced
in 1933 (Humanist Manifesto) overtook education in the 1970’s. Prayer and the Bible were
eliminated from schools. A mindset of “I’m okay, You’re Okay” put focus on acceptance and
tolerance of individual’s differences (a gateway to homosexuality). The Bible was taught as just
a storybook. Religion was taught to be a crutch for weak-minded people. All this was a
deliberate design to change America (and the world).
There is a truism that says, “If you want to change the future, just change the past as you wish,
and that will change the future accordingly.” That is why all aspects of our historical past have
been re-written by the education establishment. It is “revisionist history” which purposely
obscures true history to get their desired result. The “common core” curriculum mandated by
previous presidential administrations has promoted this revisionist agenda. Testing of students
was based upon it, and government funding of schools was tied to it. Florida is fortunate to
have Governor Ron DeSantis who has ditched common core to return to the older and better
system, but most other states are still into it heavily.
For our “mountain moving” prayer points, we should pray that:
1. God is allowed back into our schools
2. Christians will choose an education career
3. Christian teachers will stand boldly outspoken in their faith
4. Believers will become principals, administrators, and school board members

5. Department of Education executive positions at state and national levels would be filled by
fundamental Christians
6. The 95% of liberal of liberal university professors will be replaced by conservative professors
7. Conservative and Christian parents will protect their children’s values by home schooling
8. The government will become very supportive of home schools
Education is the key to re-shaping the future, but it must be grounded in the Judaic-Christian
ethic upon which our nation was founded.

